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Airton, Lee
Gender : your guide : a gender-friendly primer on what
to know, what to say, and what to do in the new gender culture
Allen, Kathy
Modern Scot patchwork : bold quilts inspired by iconic
tartans
Anolik, Lili
Hollywood's Eve : Eve Babitz and the secret history of
L.A.
Becker, Joshua
The minimalist home : a room-by-room guide to a
decluttered, refocused life
Camplin, Jamie
The art of reading : an illustrated history of books in paint
Carroll, Ricki
Home cheese making : from fresh and soft to firm, blue,
goat's milk, and more : recipes for 100 favorite cheeses
Country Living tiny homes : living big in small spaces
Daly, Fiona
Weaving on a little loom : techniques, patterns, and
projects for beginners
Dehgan, Alex
Snow Leopard Project: and other adventures in warzone
conservation
DeSalle, Rob
Troublesome science : the misuse of genetics and
genomics in understanding race
Dougherty, Jennifer
Baby & kids crochet style : 30 patterns for stunning
heirloom keepsakes, adorable nursery decor and boutique-quality accessories
Fuse, Tomoko
Tomoko Fuse's origami boxes
Gaines, Joanna
Homebody : a guide to creating spaces you never want
to leave
García Márquez, Gabriel
I'm not here to give a speech
Greene, Robert
The laws of human nature
Gurdon, Meghan Cox
The enchanted hour : the miraculous power of reading
aloud in the age of distraction
Halim, Veronica
Calligraphy Styling: learn the art of beautiful writing
Hardman, Robert
Queen of the world : Elizabeth II, sovereign and
stateswoman
Jarvis, Paul
Company of one
Jin, Ha,
The banished immortal : a life of Li Bai (Li Po)
Kelly, Christopher R.
Am I dying?! : a complete guide to your symptoms -- and
what to do next
Kochilas, Diane
My Greek table : authentic flavors and modern home
cooking from my kitchen to yours
Kugel, Seth
Rediscovering travel : a guide for the globally curious
Leman, Kevin
When your kid is hurting : helping your child through the
tough days
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Melville, Wilma
Hero dogs : how a pack of rescues, rejects, and strays became
America's greatest disaster-search partners
Mezrich, Joshua D.
When death becomes life : notes from a transplant surgeon
Nakamura, Ai
Five simple steps to sketching flowers with watercolors
Oliver, Jamie
5 ingredients : quick & easy food
Ornish, Dean
Undo it! : how simple lifestyle changes can reverse most chronic
diseases
Paltrow, Gwyneth
The clean plate : eat, reset, heal
Pipher, Mary Bray
Women rowing north : navigating the challenges to our selves as
we age
Power, Marianne
Help me! : one woman's quest to find out if self-help really can
change her life
Quammen, David
The tangled tree : a radical new history of life
Roberson, Blythe
How to date men when you hate men
Roizen, Michael F.
What to eat when : a strategic plan to improve your health and life
through food
Singer, P. W.
Likewar : the weaponization of social media
Stroh, Linda K.
Getting real about getting older : conversations about aging
better
Tóibín, Colm
Mad, bad, dangerous to know : the fathers of Wilde, Yeats, and
Joyce
Treuer, David
Heartbeat of Wounded Knee
Webb, Jonice
Running on empty no more : transform your relationships with
your partner, your parents and your children
Weil, Anne
Weaving within reach : beautiful woven projects by hand or by
loom
Williams, Kate
The betrayal of Mary, Queen of Scots : Elizabeth I and her
greatest rival
Wilson, Kevin
Airborne in 1943 : the daring Allied air campaign over the North
Sea /
Worsley, Lucy
Queen Victoria : twenty-four days that changed her life
Zimmermann, Linda
Hudson Valley homicide : true stories of jealousy, greed, sex, and
insanity, including serial killers and a forgotten mass murderer

